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How recessions compare
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SBA fact sheet 2013: UK
European Commission: Enterprise & Industry

• # SMEs & Value Added fallen since 2008

• Positive outlook for 2014 driven by ICT sector

• UK above EU average in many policy areas
– Second chance

– Environment

– Procurement

– State aid

• UK SMEs “struggle to get proper access to loan and 
credit financing” despite developed financial sector
– ‘Business bank’ (2012)  & SEIS may help







Small Business Financing: 4 Years into the crisis
Marc Cowling

• Data: 

• 6 waves of the SME Finance Monitor surveys conducted by BDRC Continental 
– first survey wave was in July 2011

– subsequent waves in November 2011, March 2012, May 2012, November 2012, & most recent wave in March 
2013. 

– 30,183 completed surveys with SMEs

• Findings: 

• Long & tough recession, firms have responded by paying off debt

• SMEs tend to over-correct: suggests they mis-read the lending market and economy to a degree

• This causes a persistent market disequilibrium over the recessionary cycle

• Low risk firms will always get loans

• Banks seem to shift their focus onto a smaller set of risk-based indicators in recessions 



The time dynamics of loan demand
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The time dynamics of loan supply
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Risk and loan demand
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Risk and loan supply
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Risk adjusted credit rationing
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APPENDICES



• Storey 2006 page 248: 

• Department of Trade and Industry estimates: 
“in the UK, the annual total financial support 
for small business is equivalent to a public 
expenditure of GBP7.9billion... To 
contextualize that expenditure, each year the 
UK spends more taxpayers' money on small 
businesses than it spends on the police force.”





General themes for SME support
• Small firms not very productive

• Start-up size matters

• What matters is SEWEs not SEWNEs

• Support needs to be centralized, not scattered across different departments

• Be able to learn from interventions in the past, redesign or kill ineffective policies

• What is the aim? Job creation? Innovation? Keep people out of unemployment? 
Economic growth?

• What people find hard to grasp: 

– growth is random

– Theories of ‘entrepreneurial learning’ have little empirical support

– In a perfect world, not all firms should get as much finance as they want



Issues affecting UK SMEs

• UK SMEs underinvest

– have done since 1930s

– Due to cultural factors, not lack of credit

• SMEs don’t look into all options, they tend to go 
to one bank only. Not enough search. 

• Funding void £1m-£10m. Scale of VC much 
smaller than in Silicon valley (& also across 
Europe)



 Small Business Financing in the UK Before 
and During the Current Financial Crisis

Marc Cowling; Weixi Liu; Andrew Ledger

• DATA: Annual Small Business Survey 

• 2007/08 for pre-recession data.

• 2007/08 ASBS SMEs resampled in 'Business Barometer' surveys 

– 500 SMEs on average

– 7 waves of Business barometer survey, Dec 2008-Feb 2010, each 2-3 months

• FINDINGS: “Our general finding is that it is easier to predict changes in demand for 
external finance than it is to predict changes in the supply of external funds during a 
recession.”

– “During a recession lending institutions appear to use firm size as their primary lending criterion 
with micro business in particular being restricted in their access to capital.” 

– “Interestingly, in recessionary periods lenders seem to ignore growth orientations.”





Demand for external finance



Approved loans



Borrowing activities during the recession
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